Occlusal traits in developmental dyslexia: a preliminary study
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Aim: The objective of the study reported here was to assess the orthodontic features in children affected by developmental dyslexia (DD).

Patients and methods: A total of 28 children affected by DD (22 boys, six girls; mean age: 9.78 ± 1.69 years) were compared with 51 healthy children (38 boys, 13 girls; mean age 9.41 ± 1.48; range 7–10 years). Reading and writing skills were evaluated along with orthodontic features.

Results: The DD and control groups were not significantly different in terms of total intelligence quotient (P = 0.441) and writing skills (P = 0.805 and P = 0.240, respectively), whereas significant differences were observed between the DD group and control group in both word reading (2.018 ± 1.714 vs 0.917 ± 0.563; P = 0.000) and non-word reading (2.537 ± 1.543 vs 0.862 ± 0.244; P = 0.000). Moreover, for many orthodontic features, there was no significant difference between the two groups; only in prevalence of diastemas (57.14%, P = 0.006), midline diastemas (46.42%, P = 0.007), overbite >4 mm (71.42%, P = 0.006) and overjet >4 mm (53.57%, P = 0.001), was there a statistically significant difference. According to univariate logistic regression analysis, the presence of diastemas (odds ratio [OR] 4.33; 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.61–11.65), midline diastemas (OR 4.68; 95% CI 1.61–13.43), an overbite >4 mm (OR 1.75; 95% CI 0.64–4.71), or an overjet >4 mm (OR 2.76; 95% CI 1.06–7.20) seems to play a role in the relationship between occlusal abnormalities and DD in children.

Conclusion: Children with DD tend to present with altered dental features, particularly in the area of the incisors, suggesting that a persistently different tongue kinematic profile may thus affect both the developmental variability of the tongue and lip and the occlusion.
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Introduction

The learning disabilities (LDs) are an heterogeneous group of academic performance disorders in children with a normal global development. LDs are diagnosed with standardized reading, writing, or maths tests scored below the age rank, schooling, and intelligence, in absence of medical or psychiatric conditions, sensory impairment, or lack of educational opportunities.1

About 5% of schoolchildren present with a “specific learning disorder,” defined as an unexpected failure to acquire adequate abilities in reading, writing, or mathematical skills not as a result of reduced intellectual ability, inadequate teaching, or social deprivation. Among these specific learning disorders, about 80% are reading disorders.1,2 In fact, developmental dyslexia (DD) could be considered the most frequent specific learning disorder, with a prevalence ranging from 5.0% to
17.5% in European children, independent of language and orthography.4,5 “DD” has been defined as an unexpected, specific, and persistent failure to acquire efficient reading skills despite conventional instruction, adequate cognitive level, and sociocultural opportunity.6,7 Moreover, difficulty with reading and/or literacy acquisition represents only one/two of the various symptoms of this complex disorder, which involves the visual, auditory, and motor domains.8–11 Other symptoms include minor neurological signs,12 sleep complaints,13 motor impairment,14 social difficulties,15 and internalizing problems.1 Moreover, individuals affected by DD tend to have difficulty in accessing the phonological word forms after receiving normal access to the corresponding abstract lexical representation.16

However, the distinction between articulation or speech motor issues and difficulties relating to phonology and phonological awareness can be considered distinct even if related, and it is the latter specifically that have been most closely associated with DD. Conversely, in accordance with the cerebellum’s role in language17 and its putative role in the organization of tongue movements,18 Hanly and Vanderberg19 showed that during a picture-naming task, DD subjects demonstrated more tip-of-the-tongue responses and proportionally more errors in the phonological step, but not the semantic step, of word retrieval.

DD subjects tend to read printed words and non-word lists less accurately and slower than typically developing subjects, suggesting that the tongue movements and speech motor development are not uniform.20

Further, some studies have suggested a potential causative role of craniofacial morphology in childhood sleep disorders,21 which are usually linked to learning22–24 and behavioral impairment.25

In general, dental malocclusions and anatomo-functional anomalies of the mouth are known to be remarkably interrelated.26 In fact, the modeling forces of the muscles over the dental arches, when well balanced and harmonious, favor adequate occlusion, and any alteration in the functional mechanism may lead to alterations in bone development. Conversely, when muscles perform their function, they can model the bone’s growth.26

Therefore, the existing relationship between the oral cavity and the orofacial muscular system requires that all orthodontists know how to identify not only malocclusions but also functional and muscular orofacial alterations so as to highlight and correct the muscular abnormalities that could impair oral functions such as tongue movements and speech motor development.

In fact, morphological alterations can cause functional alterations but not always phono-articulatory disorders, and when the compensatory mechanisms fail or require a greater degree of functional adaptation, the onset of speech and/or reading disorders may occur.27 Thus, a persistent different tongue kinematic profile during childhood may affect not only the development of tongue–jaw coordination but also of dental occlusion28 because of the effect of tongue and lip pressure on the position of the teeth,29 considering that tongue functions and kinematics work together with the upper and lower jaws’ growth and dental occlusion morphology.30

In general, the cause and effect relationship between malocclusion and oral or psychological health is either nonexistent or considered weak29,30 and there are many areas that have not been investigated yet. As such, the putative correlation between learning disabilities and malocclusion has not yet been considered in clinical practice, as far as we are aware, even though a recent report pinpointed that a multi-component model of language abilities would best explain the relationship between specific language impairment and DD and the different profiles of impairment that could be observed.31

To the best of our knowledge, no studies about the correlation between the dental malocclusion and DD are present in clinical literature. Therefore, the aim of the present study was to assess the orthodontic features in a sample of children affected by DD.

Patients and methods
Study population
The study population was enrolled from children referred for learning difficulties to the Child and Adolescent Neuropsychiatry Clinic at the Second University of Naples and was composed of 28 children (22 males and six females; mean age 9.78 ± 1.69 years) identified as being affected by DD according to specific neuropsychological assessment.

Exclusion criteria were any neurological (ie, epilepsy, primary headache, neuromuscular disorders) or psychiatric (attention deficit hyperactivity disorder, depression, behavioral problems) symptoms; mental retardation (intelligence quotient [IQ] ≤ 70); borderline intellectual functioning (IQ 71–84); a hearing or vision problem; a language impairment and/or phono-articulatory problem; obesity, and/or the taking of an anticonvulsant or psychoactive drug.

The control group was composed of 51 typically developing children (38 males and 13 females; mean age 9.41 ± 1.48) selected during a periodic control visit to the Orthodontics Department at the Second University of Naples, who were...
not significantly different in terms of age and sex from those in the study group and selected according to the same inclusion and exclusion criteria.

Each child underwent a neuropsychological assessment and an orthodontic evaluation by expert trained specialists.

Subjects in both groups were recruited from the same urban area; participants were all Caucasian and of middle socioeconomic status (between class 2 and class 3 [corresponding to €28,000–€55,000/year and €55,000–€75,000/year, respectively] according to the current Italian economic legislation parameters).

The study protocol was approved by the Departmental Ethics Committee of the Second University of Naples. The parents of all participating children gave their written informed consent. The study was conducted according to the criteria of the Declaration of Helsinki.

Neuropsychological assessment
To determine the intellectual abilities of individuals in both study groups, their IQ was assessed using the Italian version of the Wechsler Intelligence Scale for Children – Third Edition (WISC III), which is applicable for children ranging from 6 to 16 years old. The WISC III is composed of 13 distinct subtests divided into two scales, a verbal scale and a performance scale. The six verbal scale tests use language-based items, whereas the seven performance scale tests comprise visual-motor items that are less dependent on language. Five of the subtests in each scale produce scale-specific IQs: the verbal IQ and performance IQ, and the ten subtest scores produce a total intelligence quotient (TIQ). For this study, only the TIQ was considered.

Subsequently, for testing the reading and writing skills, word and non-word reading and writing tasks derived from the DDE-2: Batteria per la Valutazione della Dislessia e della Disortografia Evolutiva – 2 [DDE-2: battery for the assessment of developmental dyslexia and dysorthographia – 2; hereafter, “DDE-2”]13 were used to assess reading and writing accuracy. These tasks provided a total of four scores (two for accuracy and two for speed), generating a total of four scores. Children were considered to perform poorly if they failed at least one of the four items. In this study, we considered only the accuracy z-scores to identify all the children with reading disturbance.

Assessment of malocclusion
The children with DD were examined at the Orthodontic Department of the Second University of Naples in a quiet room without external noise, under artificial light. Each examination lasted approximately 15 minutes, following World Health Organization guidelines.36

Assessment of dental occlusion was carried out using latex gloves, dental mouth mirrors, and millimeter rulers. No radiographs, study casts, or previous written records were used. Personal data and information about orthodontic treatment were obtained directly from the children. The clinical examination was carried out by experienced orthodontists.

The orthodontic variables evaluated were as follows.

Sagittal dimension
Angle’s classification was used to define the molar relationship: Angle’s Class I, II, or III. The right and left antero-posterior molar relationships were scored in one-quarter unit increments. A half unit Class II or half unit Class III was considered as Class II or Class III, respectively. “Overbite” (OB) was considered the vertical overlap of the incisors when the posterior teeth were in contact. An edge-to-edge incisor relationship was recorded if the maxillary and mandibular incisors occluded on their incisal edges.37

Vertical dimension
“Overjet” (OJ) was defined as the distance from the most labial point of the incisal edge of the maxillary incisors to the most labial surface of the corresponding mandibular incisor and measured to the nearest 0.5 mm, parallel to the occlusal plane.37

Transverse dimension
A “posterior crossbite” was registered when the buccal cusps of the maxillary premolars and/or molars occluded lingual to the buccal cusps of the mandibular antagonists (at least one pair of teeth, uni- or bilateral).

Teeth in an edge-to-edge position were also included. A “scissorbite” was recorded when any of the maxillary premolars or molars occluded with the buccal surface of the mandibular antagonist teeth. The position of the maxillary midline was assessed relative to the mandibular midline (measured in lower incisor widths) to establish any discrepancy.37

Alignment anomalies
Diastemas were recorded for the anterior as well as for the posterior segments. A “midline diastema” was considered present when there was a space of at least 2 mm between the maxillary central incisors.37
Statistical analysis

To compare the characteristics (age, sex), the TIQ, reading abilities, and orthodontic features of the two samples, the Chi-square test and t-test were applied as appropriate. P-values ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

All data were coded and analyzed using the commercially available STATISTICA package for Windows (version 6.0; StatSoft, Inc, Tulsa, OK, USA).

To evaluate the role of orthodontic abnormalities for DD development, univariate logistic regression analysis was performed for both studied samples using an online calculation program.38

Results

The DD sample comprised 28 children (22 males and six females; mean age: 9.78 ± 1.69 years) and the control group included 51 healthy children (38 males and 13 females; mean age 9.41 ± 1.48). The two groups were not significantly different in terms of age (P = 0.320) or sex (P = 0.983).

The populations were comparable for TIQ (P = 0.441) and word (P = 0.805) and non word (P = 0.240) writing skills whereas significantly higher z-scores were observed in dyslexic children for both word reading (2.018 ± 1.714 vs 0.917 ± 0.563; P ≤ 0.001) and non-word reading (2.537 ± 1.543 vs 0.862 ± 0.244; P < 0.001) (Table 1).

Regarding occlusal features, there was a higher prevalence of diastemas (57.14% vs 23.52%, P = 0.006) and midline diastemas (46.42% vs 15.68%, P = 0.007) in DD subjects. The prevalence rates of Class I (57.14% vs 70.58%, P = 0.252), Class II (39.28% vs 25.49%, P = 0.361), and Class III (3.57% vs 3.92%, P = 0.614) were not significantly different between the two study groups. DD subjects showed a higher prevalence of OB > 4 mm (71.42% vs 58.83%, P = 0.006) and OJ > 4 mm (53.57% vs 29.41%, P = 0.001) than healthy children. Conversely, the healthy children showed a prevalence of OB 0–4 mm that was significantly higher than that of DD subjects (41.17% vs 29.42%, P = 0.0019).

The two study groups did not differ significantly in terms of the rates of variables in the transverse plane (17.85% vs 9.80%, P = 0.499 for crossbite; 14.28% vs 7.84%, P = 0.499 for unilateral crossbite; 3.57% vs 1.96%, P = 0.754 for bilateral crossbite; and 3.57% vs 3.92%, P = 0.591 for scissor bite). Moreover, in children affected by DD, a crossbite was present in 17.85%, with a higher prevalence of unilateral crossbite (14.28%) than bilateral crossbite (3.57%) (Table 2).

According to the univariate logistic regression analysis, the presence of diastemas (odds ratio [OR] 4.33; 95% confidence interval [CI] 1.61–11.65), midline diastemas (OR 4.68; 95% CI 1.61–13.43), OB > 4 mm (OR 1.75; 95% CI 0.64–4.71), and an OJ > 4 mm (OR 2.76; 95% CI 1.06–7.20) seems to play a role in the relationship between occlusal abnormalities and DD in children.

Discussion

“DD” can be considered a failure in age-appropriate learning of reading, despite adequate intelligence and appropriate opportunity; there is debate about the nature of the underlying deficit. As might be expected given the variety of theories of dyslexia that have been proposed, there are reports of performance deficits in a large number of tasks tapping different cognitive, sensory, and motor functions.39

Table 2 Findings of Chi-square test on prevalence of occlusal features between children affected by developmental dyslexia (DD group) and typical developing children (control group)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>DD, n (%)</th>
<th>Control, n (%)</th>
<th>P</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>(N = 28)</td>
<td>(N = 51)</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TIQ</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word reading</td>
<td>101.37 ± 8.32</td>
<td>102.84 ± 7.93</td>
<td>0.441</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-word reading</td>
<td>2.018 ± 1.714</td>
<td>0.917 ± 0.563</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Word writing</td>
<td>2.537 ± 1.543</td>
<td>0.862 ± 0.244</td>
<td>&lt;0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-word writing</td>
<td>1.114 ± 0.832</td>
<td>1.079 ± 0.427</td>
<td>0.805</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>1.189 ± 0.276</td>
<td>1.062 ± 0.528</td>
<td>0.240</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Notes: Student’s t-test was performed; P-values ≤ 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Abbreviation: SD, standard deviation.

Table 1 Comparison between children affected by developmental dyslexia (DD group) and typically developing children (control group) for total intelligence quotient (TIQ) and word and non-word reading and writing test
Thus, DD can be considered a multi-symptomatic and heterogeneous disorder incorporating a wide variety of cognitive and neurological signs. As such, our findings about the higher prevalence in DD children compared with typically developing children of occlusal problems suggest the presence also of somatic complaints in DD comorbidities.

Moreover, in 1997, Frith distinguished between explanations at the cognitive level and the biological level, and suggested a causal role to the idea that dyslexia follows other language difficulties, pinpointing the concept of the relationship between problems in automating the skills back and cerebellar deficits.

Moreover, in DD subjects posture control seems to be significantly related to reading discrepancy respect of normal children. In this light, the higher number of abnormal orthodontic features, particularly OJ > 4 mm (P = 0.001) and OB > 4 mm (P = 0.006), in our sample could be interpreted as a sort of epiphenomenon of abnormal posture control in these subjects.

In contrast, in accordance with the cerebellum’s role in language and its relationship to dyslexia, it could be hypothesized that the role of abnormalities in tongue movement that are under cerebellum control in DD, such as in midline dental occlusion pathological features (midline diastemas, OB, and OJ), could explain our results about the presence of diastemas (OR 4.33; 95% CI 1.61–11.65), midline diastemas (OR 4.68; 95% CI 1.61–13.43), an OB > 4 mm (sOR 1.75; 95% CI 0.64–4.71), and an OJ > 4 mm (OR 2.76; 95% CI 1.06–7.2) as risk factors for DD development.

However, the cerebellum is involved in the integration of information from sensory receptors and is also one location where the internal representation of the body mechanics is computed. The cerebellum is central to the coordination and smoothness of movement, including balance responses, probably through modulating the timing and amplitude of movement in the whole body. These responses are normally learnt and stored through repetition and become automatic. In the cerebellar hypothesis of dyslexia, deficits in motor coordination and smoothness compromise speech articulation, leading to inappropriate phonological representations and poor reading and writing skills. Moreover, the cerebellar hypothesis seems to predict that postural control may be compromised in DD due to a failure in automating the postural responses to the balance perturbations, thereby increasing the requirement for attentional resources to monitor the postural control system. However, dyslexics have attention deficiencies, characterized by their difficulty in reading and performing component skills, which may leave insufficient attentional resources for the maintenance of postural control.

Conversely, the cerebral cortex communicates with the cerebellum via polysynaptic circuits, and separate regions of the cerebellum are connected to distinct cerebral areas, forming a complex topography, whereas the tongue representation is bilateral and the foot and hand representation are lateralized, as shown by resting-state functional connectivity magnetic resonance imaging study.

To date, little is known about the primary determining factors of malocclusions. In most cases, the morpho-functional characteristics of dental occlusion are inherited toward normality, since genetic characters are usually dominant. However, the elements that participate in the development and maintenance of these characteristics of normality are numerous and sensitive, mainly in their interrelations. As a result, any modification to the functional mechanism (breathing, swallowing, articulation, and chewing) may alter the form, and the form may alter the function, consequently determining morpho-functional deviations and deformities. It is worth remembering that although bone tissue is one of the hardest tissues in the human body, it is also one of the most plastic and one of the most responsive to the forces generated during function. Muscle forces also influence dental positioning according to their duration and intensity. The forces resulting from articulation and swallowing, which are intermittent and of greater intensity than resting forces, which are considered continuous and of lower intensity, do not have a great influence on the teeth.

However, the tongue could be considered the most important organ in the articulation of speech due to its ability to make fast changes of movement and shape. Therefore, when any type of abnormality prevents normal articulation with the related structures (lips, teeth, alveolar bones, hard palate, and soft palate), this may result in a phonological disorder.

In fact, the tongue’s influence on occlusion can be explained by Proffitt et al’s equilibrium theory of the teeth. Despite the common belief among orthodontists that the tongue’s activity during swallowing is an important cause of OB, data on tongue and lip pressures as determinants of the vertical position of teeth are still scant and inconclusive.

Moreover, Hiiemae and Palmer have indicated that the vertically directed pressures during swallowing are less intense in patients with an anterior OB than in patients with a normal vertical relationship. Therefore, if the tongue pressures were greater in OB patients than in the normal occlusion patients, it would be easy to understand how the tongue
could prevent eruption. Resting tongue and lip pressures might logically affect the vertical position of the teeth just as they affect positioning in other planes of space. There is no reason to attach special importance to tongue pressures during speaking, except in dyslexic patients with an unusual tongue position or an altered resting posture. In the present study, children with DD had less developed reading skills and altered dental features, particularly in the area of the incisors (diastemas and midline diastemas; $P = 0.006$ and $P = 0.007$, respectively). These results suggest that a persistent different tongue kinematic profile may thus affect both the developmental variability of tongue-lip relationship and the occlusion.

Even if the relationship between malocclusion and psychological health could be considered as presumptive and debated,29,30,65,66 this preliminary study may shed light on part of this unexplored area.

The present study aimed to identify differences in occlusal features in children affected by DD, suggesting the importance of investigation of academic abilities during the orthodontic evaluation, in order to devise orthopedic and postural rehabilitative treatment with a putative effect on learning performance.

Limitations

The following limitations of this study need to be taken into account: subjects were recruited from a specific region in southern Italy, no follow-up data are available, and the study population was a small pediatric sample.
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